SENI OR
BANQUET
& DANCE

" . . . I deem it a privilege to
pay . my tribute to .th e small
liberal arts colleges. Alread y
they have contributed much to
the American way. Their potentia l contributions to the
country 's future are beyond
calculation. "
Dwight D. Eisenhower

FEB. 27th
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.
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Continued, on Page Eight

League Proposes
Strong CIuI). Gov't
the
On Wednesday, Feb. 10,
Dot
President 's League elected
ITorster as . chairman. Also; elected were . Vice Chairman , Ann Mandelbaum ;, and secretary, Tom Finn.
Prior to the election , Art Eddy,
acting chairman , discussed the objects of the League. Tlie League's
purpose is to bring together all of
the campus organizations , in order
that they may become stronger both
in their governments and in their
memberships.
The committee is made ' u p o f the
presidents of all clubs on campus.
With the help of .this committee,
the problem of the-" individual clubs
¦
¦
can ' be posed and solved; • •

Seniors Sponso r
Banquet & Dance
, This Saturday evening, .'F ebru¦
ary 27, the third annual : senior
class banquet will be held at 5 :30
in Roberts' Union. Chapla,in Osborne . will speak at this: banquet
and entertainment will be provided
by the Colby Eight and the Colbyr
ettes. After the meal, there will
be the installation ; of the
new
senior class officers by Roy Shorey. The" purposes of this banquet
are to bring the class together in
hopes of a closer unity, to~stimulate
interest and support for the new
officers , and to give the graduating
class information about alumni
groups and functions.
the
Saturday evening at 8 :15 ,
varsity basketball team will meet
Bates in the gym. * Following the
game there will be an all-college
dance in Roberts ' Union/ sponsored
by the. senior class. This dance
will be highlighted by the
announcement of the new class officers
for - each class. Music ill be fur^
nished by John Hammond and re'
freshments will be served.

Th e Colby ORACLE has announce d that positions are now
open for those who desire to do
work on the 1955 book. The following j obs -are available ..preferabl y for members of the listed
_ '
classes.:
Assistant Editor—- '57
Business Mana ger— '56
> Assistant Business Manage r
— '57
Ph otogra phy Editor— '56
, Senior Editors— '55
Feature
Editor—No Preference
Art Editor—No Preference
Sports Editor—No Pref erence
Circulation Mana ger—No prcferance
All candidates , should submit
their names to Vonnie Noble ,
Louise Coburn Hall , befo re April 15. .

G.fficks WiliDisGuss
ModemAm. Authors

<

Granvlllo Hloks

'54 Book-of-Year
Selection Planned
.t

¦K

'

What in to bo tho Book-of-tho
Year, for '1054-'C5 P
¦ and
Tho oommfUoo of facult y
Continued on Pace Two

Tonigh t Mr, Granville Hicks ,
distinguished author and critic,
will speak on tho three contemporary ' American authors , Homingway, Faullmer and , Dos, Passes.
This lecture is one in the Averill
Lecture Series and will , be delivered
in tho Averill auditorium of the
;
Koyes' building.
.
,
,
/ Mr. liiolcs was born in 1001 in
Exetorj N . H., 'and was educated
in the public schools of Farmington ,
;
¦
Masai ...'¦ and Harvard , from . which
,ho rocdiyod^his A. B . degree in 1928
and later his A. M. in , 1929 F Ho
has boon an instructor of English
and American/ literature ' at Harvard , Smith Collogo and Ronssolaor
Polytechnic Institute. He is author
of such novels as "Only Ono
Storm , " "Behol d Trouble ,"
and
"Thoro Was A Man in Our Town",
and such critical studios as
"Tho
Groat Tradition " and "Only Ono
Storm , " This (spring his
latest
work , "Whoro We Qamo Out ," will
bo published. Today ho is also
a
contributor to "Harper 's", "Commentary ," ancl tho Now York Times
Boole Review. Sinoo 1031 " ho has
boon literary advisor of MaoWillan
and Company,

Bates Tomorrow
In Deciding Game
A second string . center named
Dave Van Allen * chucked in : 25
points and snagged numerous rebounds to pace Colby's inspired
basketballers to a thrilling 70-65
win over the Bowdoin Polar Bears .
the
The win practically assured
Mules of a tie in the state series '.
All that is needed now is a win
over last place Bates tomorrow
night. As the cheers of the crowd
rang in his ears; Van Allen ('who
hit on no less than 84 per cent ¦ 'of
his shots) tossed in 9 quick markers at the close of the second half
to keep his team in- the game. Up
to that point the game had been a
sloppy one with neither team looking too impressive.. Bowdoin had
a little better time of it as far as
shooting went and they led at the
half 35-30. The ' first part of - the
third frame was . much the ' same
story, but then Colby came .to life ,
paced
by
Sirakides , / Captain
Jabar and Van . Allen , ' they pecked
away at the Polar Bear lead until
two Sirakides foul - shots put them
BASKETBALL — Sirakides stretches Colby Zambello (4), Brur ,s (15) ahead to stay mid-way ,in the last,
Van Allen (14) ; Bowdoin , Janeile (15), Frazer. _(20). . ..Photo by Byrnes frame. . From that .p'oint , the slender Mule center took over and gave,
the game to the Mules . This, excellent performance earned Van Allen tho admiration of all Colby.'s
rooters and they show their spirit
by carrying him from the floor after the final buzzer had sounded.
•The Colby Modern. Dance Club
On Wednesday, February 17, tho Bob Raymond was second in scorwill present its annual dance pro- student body elected ne'w members ing for Colby with an 11, point outduction for one day; only, on Thurs- for the Hangout Executive Com- put , Bob Bruns had seven and Jabday, March 11, in the . Women's mittee. These members are as fol- ar and Sirakides had 6 each. BowUnion . This year 's program , en- lows : Freshmen , Hank Roberts , doin 's big men were Libby with 16,
titled "Dance On ," will f eature
'
Rolh'e Sherman ; Sophomores, Jane and Kreider with 18. Van Allen in
two primitive dances , two duets and
addition , to his 25 points and excelCollins , Ted Margolis , Bill Thompan adaptation of "Manhattan Towlent shooting average, al so to ok 20
ers , "' in five . scenes. The entire son ; Juniors , Jud y Laws on , • Lar- rebounds off the, boards. The far¦ '
cast numbers about 48 persons.
ry LaPointo.
Continued on Page Eight
Mi ss" Martin , f acult y advis or , explained the purpose of the club , as
.follows : "Dance is an art, just as
ai'e painting and music. Each , in
its own way, tri os to communi cat e
a n idea , an ' impression , or a mood
to th e audi en ce , ' : [ Through ¦ ¦the
medium of .movement, the dan cers
in. each scene , have creat ed . theii
dance to convoy their interpretation-of the moaning of the scone.
1. Do you realize that if you do not lake , a definit e stand on the
This process of creation and
ex- "tr ain rushing " question y you are leaving ' the decision to the adpression is- an educational one , with
¦ '
ministration? ,
the drtnee production, as its end re" ; ' ;: - " ¦
2. Do y ou realize this uncertainty is self-contradictory to the
sult. "'- ..:
. ..
. Tickets are. f.GO ', and may
bo student bod y 's plea for a stronger self-administration?
purchased, at the door, of the Wo- , 3. Are not some members grasping at the idea "any change is.
men 's Union "; on March , 11. The better than none?"
, y
curtain will go \vp at 8 :00 B, M.
4, ' Is
"
"

Dance Production
Set For Mar." 11 flang out Members'

EDITORIAL.

IMPROVEMENT ?
This is directed primarily toward the Inter-Fratern ity Council , yet we hope that the fraternity men as
well, will consider these questions and react accordingly'

A caso concernin g tho drinkin g
rostrlctlori on campus was rocontly brou ght bofor -o tho Mori ' s Judiciary Commlttoo. A fresh man boy
was involved. Tho oommlt teo mado
a recommendation to thb Doan of
Mon which consisted of ,, placing
tho boy oh dlsoipllnar jjr - probation
and forbiddin g him ,to piodgo a
fraternit y tlurl hgyiho ); romalndor
of tho school yonr. The Doan was
unabio to accept tho recommendation and in mootin g with tho commlttoo ho explained why tho moro
serious action of drop ping th o boy
from school had to b. tnkon. Tho
oommlttoo fools that this notion
should sorvo sumoibh t warning to
thb Zonliiro m\6 student body .

it possible thai those in favor of train rushing are motivated fox , reasons other than those presented at the meeting?5. In other words is concern for freshmen grades their real basis
f or concern ?
.< ¦
.6, Has th e presence of the Administration at the meeting influenced the Council ,in any way?
7. Have you examined enough othe r schools and , ma d e use of
statistical analysis in your discussions?
8. Do you ' realize that a 5.-3 vote in favor of the change would
leav e 37 ]/a per cent of the fraternities opposing the issue?
9. In other, words ' should not a question be almost 100 per cent
,
., . • :
agreement?
, 10. Does the solution , to the problem lie in a stronger Council? ' .
Since (1) the problem is a good test case fw;actioji ' by student adminis tration arid (2) the results of, the ' :decisipn(ai.*e ' so f ar reaching,
we of the EOt -IO are deepl y concerned. \Vc fropc that the Council will be rational enough to , consider these questions and evaluate
^ ,. ; ^y ;8c
:.; ¦ y
the answers before rendering a decision ,
'
'
¦ ¦¦ "
'
^ ZZ^Z :- ^ ' Z . /r -z Z Z : ' 'v . ' ¦ ' :;. ¦' Z Z.ZZ- ZZ-, \;.Z- ': : ZZ^^ CZM,
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League Proposes
Strong Club. Gov't
the
On Wednesday, Feb. 10,
Dot
s
League
elected
President'
Forster as chairman . Also elected were Vice Chairman , Ann Mandelbaum ; and secretary, Tom Finn.
Prior to the election . Art Eddy,
acting chairman , discussed the objects of the League, The League's
purpose is to bring together all of
the campus organizations , in order
that tliey may become stronger both
in their governments and in their
memberships.
The committee is made up of the
|)residents of all clubs on campus.
With the help of this committee ,
tli e problem of the- individual clubs
fan be posed and solved. •

Seniors Sponsor

Banquet & Baiioe

, This Saturday evening, February 27, the third • annual senior
class banquet will be held at 5 :30
in Roberts ' Union. Chaplain Osborne . will speak at this banquet
and entertainment will be provided
by the Colby Eight and the Colbyettes. After the meal, there will
be the installation of the
new
senior class officers by Roy Shorey. The purposes of this banquet
are to bring the class together in
hopes of a closer unity, to ~stimulate
interest and support for the new
officers , and to give the graduating
class information about alumni
groups and functions.

Bates Tomorrow
In Deciding Game

the
Saturday evening at 8:15,
varsity basketball team will meet
Bates in the gym . ' Following the
game there will be an all-college
dance in Roberts' Union , sponsored
by the senior class. This dance
anwill be highlighted by the
nouncement of the new class officers
for each class. Music will be furnished by John Hammond and refreshments will be served. •

The Colby ORACLE has an- l
nounced that positions are now j
open for those who desire to do
work on the 1955 book. The fol lowing jobs • are available ..preferabl y for members of th e listed
classes :
Assistant Editor— '57
Business Manager— '56> Assistant
Business Manager
—'57
Photography Editor— '56
, Senior Editors— '55
Feature
Editor—No
Preference
Art Editor—No Proferance
Sports Editor—No Preference
Circulation Manager—No preferance
All candidates , should submit 1
their names to Vonnie Noble , 1
Louise Coburn Hall , before April 15. .

G. Hicks Will Discuss
Modern Am. Authors

BASKETBALL — Sirakides stretches Colby Zambello (4), Brut,s (15)
Van Alien (14) ; Bowdoin , Janeile (15), Frazer._(20). Photo by Byrnes

Dance Production Students Elect
Set For Mar.' 11 'Hangout Members'
The Colby Modern Dance Club
will present its annual danoe production for ono day only, on Thursday, March 11, in the . Women's
Union. This year 's program , entitled "Dance On ," will feature
two primitive dances , tw o du ets a nd
(
an adaptation of 'Manhattan Towers, "' in five scenes. The entire
cast numbers about 48 persons.
Miss Martin , faculty advisor , explained the purpose of the club , as
.follows : "Danco is an art, just as
are painting and music. Each , in
its own way, trios to communicate
an idea , an impression , or a mood
to th e audi enc e, Thr ough
the
m edium o f .movement , the dancers
in each scene havo created .their
dance to convoy their interpretation •• of the moaning of the scone.
This process of creation and
expression is an educational one , with
the danco production as its end result. ".
Tickets are $,50 and may
be
purchased at the door of the Women 's Uni oii on March 11, The
curtain will go up at 8 :00 P. M,

Tonigh t Mr. Granville Hicks,
distinguished author and critic,
will speak on the throo contemporar y ' Ameri can authors , Hemingway, Faulkner and , Dos Passos.
This lecture is one in tho Averill
Lecture Series and will be delivered
in tho Averill auditorium of the
Keyes building.
• Sir. Hides was born in 1001 in
Exeter , N. H., and was educated
in the public schools of Farmington ,
A caso concerning tho drinking
Mass., and Harvard , fr om which
ho received .his A. B. degree in 1923 i restriction on campus was rooontand lator his A. M. in 1929. Ho ; ly brought befo re tho Men ' s Judiciar y Committe e. A freshman boy
has been an instructor of English
'
!
was
involved. Tho committee maclo
and American literatu re at Hara
r
e
c
o mmen da t ion t o t he Doan of
vard , Smith Collogo and Rensselaer
Mon
which consist ed of ,, placing
Polytechnic Institute. He is author
the
boy
on disciplinary probation
of such novels as "Only Ono
'
and
forbidding
him to pledge a
Storm , '' ' 'Behold Trouble ,
and
Granville Hious
fraternity
during
th o romalndor
"Thoro Was A Man in Our Town ", !
of
th
o
school
year.
The Doan was
and such critical studi os as "Tho
unabi
o
accep
t
to
the
recommendaGreat Tradition '' and "Only One
'
tion
and
in
mooting
with
tho ooniStorm. " This spring his , latest
work , "Whore Wo Qamo Out ," will ; mi ttoo ho explained why the more
bo published. Today ho is alsb
a sorlous action of dropping tho boy
contributor to "Harper 's" "Com- from school had to bo taken. The
What is to bo the Bobk-of-tlio montary, " and tho Now York Times commi ttee fools that this action
"
shou ld servo sufficient warning to
Book Review. Since 1031/ h o has
- >y ' 'J
Year , for ZWA-Wf
tho entire malo student body.
and boon literary advisor of MaoMillan
The committee - of faculty
Continued on Pace Two
and Company .

''

'54 Book-of-Year
Selection Planned!

On Wednesday, February 17, the
student body elected iie'w members
for the Hangout Executive Committee. These members are as follows : Freshmen , Hank Roberts ,
Rollie Sherman ; Sophomores , Jane
Collins, Ted Margolis , Bill Thompson ; Juniors , Judy Lawson , • Larry LaPointo.

EDITORIAL.

A second string center named
Dave Van Allen, chucked in 25
points and snagged numerous rebounds to pace Colby's inspired
basketballers to a thrilling 70-65
win over the Bowdoin Polar Bears .
The win practically assured
the
Mules of a tie in the state series.
All that is needed now is a win
over last place Bates tomorrow
night . As the cheers of the crowd
rang in his ears , Van Allen ('who
hit on no less than 84 per cent "of
his shots) tossed in 9 quick markers at the close of the second half
to keep his team in the game. Up
to that .point the game had been a
sloppy one with neither team looking too impressive . Bowdoin bad
a little better time of it as far as
shooting went and they led at the
half 35-30. The ' first part of the
third frame was much the "same
story, but then Colby came to life,
paced
by
Sirakides , . Captain
¦
Jabar and Van . Allen , they pecked
away at the Polar Bear lead until
two Sirakides foul shots put them
ahead to stay mid-way in the last
frame. From that • point the slender Mule center took over and gave
the game to the Mules. This , excellent performance earned Van Allen tho admiration . of all Colby's
rooters and they show their spirit
by carrying him from the floor af,ter the final buzzer had sounded.
Bob Raymond was second in scoring for Colby with an 11 point output , Bob Brims had seven and Jabar and Sirakides had 6 each. Bowdoin 's bi g men w ero Libby with 16,
and Kreider 'with 18. Van Allen in
addition to his 25 points and excellent shooting average , j also took 20
rebounds off the boards. The forCon tinned on Page Eight

. . .

IMPROVEMENT ?

This is directed primarily toward the Inter-Fr aternity Council , yet we hope that the fraternity men as
well, will consider these questions and react accord ingly.

1. Do you realize that if you do not take a definite stand on the
"train rushing " question, you are leaving ' the decision to the administration?
2. Do you realize this uncertainty is self-contradictory to the
student bod y's plea for a , stronger selj' -administration?
3. Arc not so?n e members grasping al the idea "any change is
,
better than none?"
4. ' Is it possible that those in favor of "train rushing " are motivated for . reasons other than those presented at the meeting?
5. In- other words is' concern for freshmen grades their real basis
f or concern?"
6. Has the presence of the Administration at the meeting influenced the Council in any way?
7. Have you examined enough other schools and , made use of
statistical analysis in your discussions?
8. Do you realize that a 5-3 vote in favor of the change would
leave 37 /l s per cent of the fraternities opposing the issue?
9. In other, words should not a question be almost 100 per cent
agreement?
10. Does the solution to the problem lie in a stronger Council?
Since (1) the problem is a good test case for, action by student administration and (2) the results of the decision arc so far reaching,
we of the ECHO are deeply concerned. We hope that the Council will be rational enough to consider these questions and evaluate
the answers before rendering a decision.
7 :/
J. T. & C. M.

Bixler Address es Teas Hel p Frosh Fairfax Talkg On 3 Gift Paintin gs Akx^dfir ^
Maine Soc. of N.Y To Pick Ma j ors Arab-Jew Strife Bri ghten Campus
On Friday, February 19, President Bixler addressed the ^annual
of
dinner '. of the " Maine Society
is
organization
This
New York.
who
residents
Ne-n?
York
made up of
were originally from . Maine.
Dr. Bixler's speech was; designed
to show how the four Maine colleges reflect the Main.© spirit, and
was built around three, major topics.
The first of these was that Maine
has a pleasing climate and that
the Maine colleges are. producing a
of
pleasing, stiniulating climate,
opinion, by providing for the best
teaching and confronting ^eachers
with the ablest students available.
The second point was that Maine
is noted for its independence ' and
the Maine colleges are cultivating
independence of thought. Maine
people do not like to he pushed
around and in the same way Maine
teachers don't like to .be pushed
around but prefer to be allowed
freedom of speech and opinion.
They prefer to solve issues of
wrong teaching themselves instead
of invoking outside agencies and
loyalty oaths. Dr. Bixler's third
and final point was that Maine "is
noted for its natural beauty and
that the four Maine colleges are
trying to enhance this beauty by
adding dignity to their campuses
proin their new construction
j ects .
.

Qn each successive Tuesday and
Wednesday beginning March 2, department teas will be held in the
Smith and Dunn Lounges, of the
Women's Union. These teas will
extend through a period of four
weeks.
The purpose of these teas is to
give the freshmen an opportunity
to become familiar with the different fields of study in wkhich they
might be interested aq a maj or.
At each tea a member of one
specific department will talk' in-:
formally on the different majors
offered in his own department. This,
talk 'will include the necessary re-;
the
quirements for this major ,
courses available here at Colby, the
opportunities offered in this field
after college, and the major 's relationship to other subjects . There,
for
will also be an opportunity
questions from the individual students .
Seniors are receiving invitatipng
for their respective departmental
these
teas in an effort to: give
.
informality
groups an added
The following schedule has been
arranged :
. March 2—Art, Music, Philosophy
and Religion
March &—English
March 9—Modern Languages and
the Classics
March 10—Business- Administra'
tion ¦ ¦ ¦ '¦" ' .•
March 16—Sociology
March 17—Psychology and Education
March 23tr--History, Government
Dr . J. B. Quig, a research chem- and Economics ' •' " ¦ .
• .
ist from the DuPont Company of
March 24—Biology, : Chemistry,
Wilmington, Del., will lecture on Geology, Mathematics and Physics
basic chemistry on March. 5th at
-11:00 A.- ^ >. "V tl16 Keyes Science
Building to Professor Weeks' classes and the general student body.
Dr. Quig, an organic chemist in
the textile fibers department, has
The Meeting of the Executive
had 25 years of research and adBoard
of the Women's Studentministrative experience. He is a
League
was called to order Februmember of the visiting committee
ary
24
at 7 :0O by ' the President ,
for science of Lafayette College and
Mary Belden.
had helped revise the science curIt was Moved and Voted that an
riculum.
Inter-dorm Council be established
to decide whether certain cases
shall
be referred to a Dorm CounREPORTER'S BOX
cil
of
the Judicial Board , and to
Walt Dainwood
discuss
any mutual problems; The
Sue Miller
Council
will be composed of the
Lois Latimor
four
Dorm
-.Chairmen , the President
Jean Pratt
of
the
Women
's Student League,
D avo Sor t er
and
the
Chief
Justice.
Ginny Morra
It
was
decided
that mid-semester
Jean Hahlboh m
will
be
referred
to the Dean , who
Dave Mills
will, in tur n, decide whether any
Luoy Blainoy
immediate, action should be taken
Jack King
on whether tho cases, can, be held
Diok Abedon
over until the beginning of second
Brian Stompe
semester.
Th Board would like to have the
following topics discussed. . o>\ !tbe
Women 's Student
Government
Convention at the U. of Mainij on
tho week end of April 30; tho honor
76 Front Street
j
J Open
system , where to dra'w the lino on
7 a.m. thru _ a.m.
J
J Judicial cases, punishments other
Syrian and
than campusing, and ; week
end
j
J lato
¦
returns,
.
American
Food
j
J Coffee will be served in tho dorms
every Wednesday evening after
suppr. Four faculty members . can
bo invited ,
V- y ¦
v The meeting¦ ¦ was adjourned ¦at
¦7 :50. ' . : z - \ - '. ¦ ¦' zz v . ¦;: . :¦ .; :

Qui g To Lecture
On Basic 6hem,

Student Lea gue

At the Gabrielsqn Lecture next
Three paintings have recently
:
been presented to, Colby College, Thursday *t::i':00'V.P. > M^'' Mithraputwo oils and a 'water color. The ram K. Alexander, a . native -of
oils are landscapes by Ralph Balke- South India, -will discuss Far East
;
lock and George Inness, J,t. Bot h policies and attitude^. Dr. Alexpaintings, were given a_jo; aymqualy arider»sZ educational - background
and have been placed in Roberts ranks him first in his .class at the
Union.
University of -Madras where he, reBlakelock, the son of a physician, ceived his A.- B.c ;and A . M.y dewas born in 1849 in New York grees. He has also earned, a deCity . Turning aside from his par- gree as Bachelor of Divinity and
ents' wish that he study medicine, his Ph. Di in philosophy.
and
he took up instead music
During his boyhood Dr. . Alexanpainting; and became one of the der was a • prize-winning publicforemost landscape artists in Am- speaker. Now singing and
the
erica. He died in 1919.
composing of poetry and music in
Inness was born in Paris - in Malayalam are his chief avocations.
1854 and died in 1926. He. studied He took an active part in India's
under his father in; Rome and in Freedom Movement.
later years the two shared a studio
on the faculty of
in Boston and New York.
The He has served
Harvard
University
ancl Arkansas
son exhibited annually at the Paris
cpuntry . In
College
tins
State
in
Salon where one of his works won
has taught
India
Dr.
Alexander
a gold medal in 1900.
University
and . worked
The third gift is a monochrome at Nagpur
water color of a sunset by Adolph for several newspapers.
Dehn , a twentieth century
mid- Having returned this year to this
western artist who has illustrated country after a /prolonged stay in
f or several magazin es, including India, he is now teaching at Oak
Dr. . Alexander
Fortune, Harper's Bazaar , Vogue Grove Seminary.
BOOK OF THE YEAR
and the New Yorker. The painting spent time in the Federation of
Continued from Page One
was presented to the college
by Malaya, Philippines, and other
students is at work planning the Mrs . Paul J . Bruning,
Scarsdale , parts of the Far East during this
choice for next year. Already many New York , mother of a senior
at last trip, which provides a 'basis ' for
suggestions have been ' received , but Colby, and is exhibited
at
the his lecture on current events in
more are wanted.
Women 's Union.
the Far East.
The list of possible, books from
previous years has been canvassed
yith much care. When all suggestions are fairly completed,Jin a week
or two, an exhibit will be placed in
the Reference Room of the Library.
At that time all may parnple . or
read at length to make a . good basis
for decision later in the : semester. Announcement has been made, of
This decisiqn will probably be made a $10,000 scholarship fund , given
Paced by the fine play of their ace
immediately- after the Spring re- by the Summers Fertilizer Cqmr
forward
cess.
presr
, Bobby Young, the St. Michpany, and James E, Totman,
basketball
team defeated Colto
ael's
Those who have suggestions for ident of the firm . The grant,
Continued
on
Page Seven
next year's Book are requested to be called the James E. Totman
drop- a slip into, Professor Rollins' Scholarship Fund, will help finance
box in the Recorder's office, or to the education of "deserving young he states, "I nevertheless always
inform any student member of the men and women."
retained an admiration for your
committee. The members are Jfane Mr. Totman, a resident of Balti- college vvhich was greatly increased
Whipple, Peter
Oram , Charles more, Maryland, has contributed to when your trustees iriade the moMacomber, Carol Dyer, Ja-nice Stev- the May flower Hill Building Fund. mentous decision of transplanting
campus.
enson , Jo(an Hagan and Yvonne No- Born in Fairfield, Maine , Mr. Tot- the old roots to a new
"
'
'
:
from
my
observation
ble. ¦:'
Furthermore
,
man graduated from Oak - Grove
An open nieeting will be held be Seminarv , Vassalboro, Maine, and of your -'finished products ,' I feel,
fore the voting for the Book-qf-the the University of Maine. Although that Colby is doing an outstanding
:
Mr. Totman did not attend Colby, job .?'
Year.
-

Jean Fairfax , College Secretary
of the American Friends Service
Committee, 'will visit the Colby
campus for several days, this weajr.
She will be with Hillel for a breakfast meeting in Women 's Union on
Sunday, February 28 at io :30 A.
M., and on Monday evening, Mar.
1, she will speak to the Student
Christian Association at 1:00 in the
Chapel Lounge. Her topic for both
meetings will be the "Arab-Israeli
conflict. Tuesday she will speak
at Daily Chapel.
Miss Fairfax has had recemt contact with $he~ problem she is discussing. Last summer she traveled
and
throughout Lebanon, Syria,
Jordan and was co-director of the
International Work Camp in, Acre,
Israel. She holds, her ^achel^'s
degree from the University of Michigan and a Master's in Comparative Religion from Union Theological Seminary. After the war Miss
Fairfax spent two years in relief
and rehabilitation work in Austria.
This is a return visit, as she was
also with us two years ago.

MAJEST IC
REST URANT

fotina n 9ona.es Youns Leads
Hew Scholarship St Mike's To
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Soro rity News
ALPH A DELTA PI

Hi you peoples, and all such greetings,
l'Vom tho pledges , wo , at this brief
- -. ' ' .
mooting.
Tho Week-end' s over and such a

timo !
There's lots of news and we'll tell
it in rhyme.

>

¦

First of all we'd like to say,

, . '. "¦

"Congratulations" to Dick
ar
id
Fay ;
And not to slight our sister, Eae,
Who 's looking forward to that happy day.
Then , of course , we 'd like to tell
Of the fun wo had befor e Rome
fell.
Night and day from slush and snow
There came the mule that w e all
know.
Ybloo fine in Roman attire ,
With fingers numb we built him
¦ .
higher . Now that all is over and done,
We'd liko to say to the -Tri Delts
¦
who won ,
"Yoxir oupid gay with artistic line,
Was a Carnival statue truly fine. "
Credit goes to the COO,
For a mem orable event . in our history.
We 'll jot it down to ne'er fovget ,
The first Saturnalia we Frosh met .
Good-bye for now , we've got
to
scurry,
It's time for chow—we'll have to
hurr y.

AGENT — ROBERT BROWN
' )
AVERILL HALL
Laundry and Dry Cleaning
f or .

WATER VILLE
j
STEAM LAUNDRY ;

¦
j

ATO NEW S

Spring 'h as shown signs of arriving and with its arrival has
come a variety of phenomena. Rushing came to a hurried , end leaving
the usual residue of teeth gnashing. Chick Marchand went through,
the last days humming "You All
Come." Tom Davis swore that
he sa'w the first robin of spring tlie
other day but he : had forgotten
his glasses and in actuality it was
only Dave Roberts - hurrying to an
8 o'clock class. With spring also
has come that old restfulness , th at
old yearning for blankets and green
grass , beer and companionship. Ganem gets his car back after spring
vacation and you know what that
means to the co-eds. Spring is open
season on janitors, score now three
kills , one probable —r what college
senior had his sling shot revoked ?
Speaking of seniors , spring brings
also graduation and the last of the
good classes will go, carrying with
them the last banner of the good old
days. Bob Kiernan marched back
fr om: a weekend , spent most of his
time du g in at Oni e's. With Eim
came Whitey Johnson' to help the
D. U. rushing program and practice
D. I. technique on the co-eds . Thi s
column gives you nve bells for that,
Whitey. To clear up, any. confusion ,
we would like to commend Ace for
fine job he did on "Wi nter Carnival
entertainment — remarkable ' taste
was shown in the brevity of the entertainment. A verbal orchid to you,
Ace. With spring we can once again
be on the lookout for Yelltiw Bellied Sapsuckers. Also of note is the
fact • that Sully is almost finished
Ivith last year's finals. Payson is
still here. The basketball team rolls
on. Moore keeps shooting, give him
credit, for determination.' Tom can 't

see, Ralph can't shoot , Butch can't
play, Super 'can't get into a uniform, Naggy can 't'. But our side
always keeps score. Marshall can't
even make the team when Lee sends
him in. Thus ends this essay on
spring and its accompanying phenomena,/
/ ' ¦- .-

1_. €. A. NEWS

Well , here we-:are again with another meaty epistle otherwise known
as our weekly column.
to
First , we want' to apologize
'
hang"Ralph" Ward. He wasn't
ing around the Elmwood for any
particular reason other than the
serving of his aprenticeship to the
elevator operator. Dave really is
a good kid , though!
Congratulations to ' 'Chat''
for
his Dean's List performance last
semester. . We hope that he will be
as successful in his other endeavors.
For in that study, 69 is a good av'¦ . '• ¦ .
erage.
The basketball team continues to
roll on , with the KDR's being, the
latest victim . The "Barrel" Jamieson and Jack Delany had 17 and 15
respectively. If anyone knows the
whereabouts of Dick (Where You
Been Hiding) Nickerson , please let
us know. It's been rumored that
he- is down Foss Hall way, but we
don't think Nick would do such a
thing.
Congratulations also in order for
Dick McKeage who got the ' ""hat"
trick vs. Bowdoin and for Haskell's
five point
. performance . Also
"Fron t Page" Vollmer was photographed again/ ,v
.Every time we see Bob Adel
down to the women's dorms he continues to look like a million. "Paunchy Posterior " Farr -seems likely to
see plenty , of work this coming
baseball season getting rid of his
excess poundage.
In case you haven't noticed , Dave
0'N eil . . has gone ''.modern '' on us.
His former "Cochise" haircut has
grown into a^ well formed
slick
looking D. A . The .'small est thri ll
for all of us was when
Schiebe
flunked an exam the other day. He

^
GOT STARTED... |
j | ^U ' ' . '• '*"\

flunked his Army physical due to
ingrowing toes.
Tom
It's small wonder that
(Scholar Gypsy) Ford doesn't start
taking out women. "You know,
Tom, you didn 't come to Colby just
to study books."
It was decided that Andy, the
"Panda" has the strongest potential in th e til e wall ed room down
in the . "pit." ' . , '¦ . ¦
As is usual this column was
''Much _ Ada About Nothing,"
to
quote the noted Victorian
poet
Erskine Caldwell. As was
said
last . week is now confirmed. Kriegs
did swallow the plug of tobacco , but
it looks like it stunted his growth.
But it didn 't spoil his
fighting
heart. He claims there isn't a man
on this campus five feet or under
that h e" can't lick.
As a closing comment I should
like to remind you all of the Guess
Ted Somewhere's Weight Contest.
Anyone getting within "40 lbs. of
the correct answer can either listen
to one of Ted' s, complete opera s on
record or do as . the Pirates used to
do. Look for .the sunken chest.
DKE NEWS

We would all like to ask 'one
question of: Charlie Macomfoer. Why
must you eat at 12 :50 every day
and who in Heaven's name is Pyg' ¦¦ '
my?
•' ¦
.
.
If anybody has wondered why
the extra mail ear on ;the B&M,
you might ask Bob Jacobs.
Famous quote for the week:."Yes
dear , yes dear—but dear , I made
a great comeback—you'll be (hie)
¦*
proud of me, Dear."
Lost and Found :
If anybody
finds an animal answering to Peachy
around Woodman Hall, would they
please contact H. F. G. W. IIII ?
Some kind of reward offered.

KDR NEWS

or WHO NEEDS A FIRE DEP'T?
Second semester and rushing are
in full swing, and through
the
house we hear the brothers talking
among themselves about life and
women in general .
Art ; I never touch the stuff.
Emile : There's n othin g like it.
Bill : Man , can she kiss.
" Ed : It's been two years.
Larry : I like basketball.
Paul : I finally found a ping pong
paddle.
Phil : I still shoot a good game,
(golf) .
.
.
Dave : I got a' 69 average.
General Scalise and Field Marshal F'irin have held a war conference to decide on disciplinary action for the hoy birdmen who do not
fell the call to the colors as strongly, as they do on Mondays. More
on this later—on the ROTC bulletin board .
But -all kidding aside , we are
pleased to announce two. new pledges : Dutch Hoagland and Bob Blakelock. Congratulation .
Well, the smokers tonight and
somebody forgot the cigarettes ;
guess I'll have to pick up a few
cases.

Winter Carnival was a success although the house was a lot quieter
than last .year. Everyone /seemed
tired but who wouldn't after eating
fou r 'thousand sandwiches.
.The basketbal team lead by J. J.
(not a Tri Delt) beat the Independents 40-80 ' Saturday afternoon ,
making the season's record 4-1.
Flash ! Sunday morning Chrome
Dome Carlson was found sacked in
a laundry basket. Place : Women's
dorms j no less.
Barge Bartlet t forgot to take his
dessert the other day. (Have to
watch those calories , etc.)
Brother "Salty" Walt Foster has
just published his manuscript on
Chondrus Crispus industry
in
Maine. In a recent article he was
praised for his help?
STATIONERS
We understand there may be an- I
170 Main Street
other assessment if "Broke" Bags i
¦
cannot borrow enough money to
WATERVILLE
MAINE
buy Jube a love seat.
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Bixier Add resses Teas Hel p frosh Fairfax Talks On 3 Sift Paintings Mexancfer Studio
Maine See. of N.Y To Pick Majors Aral>Jaw Strife Bri ghten Samps Far ; :^^\|P ^^^
On Friday, February 19, President Bixler addressed the . annual
of
dinner of the ' Maine Society
New York. This organization is
made up of New York residents who
Were originally from Maine.
Dr. Bixler's speech was designed
to show how the four Maine colleges reflect the Maine spirit, and
was built around three major topics.
The first of these was that Maine
has a pleasing climate and that
the Maine colleges are. producing a
of
pleasing, stimulating climate
for
the
best
providing
by
opinion,
teaching and confronting teachers
with the ablest students available.
The second point was that Maine
is noted for its independence and
the Maine colleges are cultivating
independence of thought. Maine
people do not like to be pushed
around and in the same way Maine
teachers don 't like to .be pushed
around but prefer to be allowed
freedom, of speech and opinion.
They prefer to solve issues of
wrong teaching themselves instead
of invoking outside agencies and
loyalty oaths. Dr. Bixler's third
and final point was that Maine is
noted for its natural beauty and
that the four Maine colleges are
trying to enhance this beauty by
adding dignity to their campuses
proin their new construction
jects.

On each successive Tuesday and
Wednesday beginning March 2, department teas will be held in the
Smith and Dunn Lounges, of the
Women's Union,/ These teas will
extend through a period of four
weeks.
The purpose of these teas is to
give the freshmen an opportunity
to become familiar with "the different fields of study, in wjhich they
might be interested as a maj or.
At each tea a member of one
specific department will talk ' in-r
formally on the. different majors
offered in his own department. This
talk 'will include the necessary rethe
quirements for this major,
courses available here at Cojby , the
opportunities offered in this field
after college, and the major 's relationship to other subjects. There
for
will also be an opportunity
questions from the individual students.
Seniors are receiving invitations
for their respective departmental
these
teas in an effort to give
groups an added informality.
The following schedule has been
arranged :

March 2—Art , Music, Philosophy
and Religion
March 3—English
March 9—Modern Languages and
the Classics
March 10—Business- Administration
March 16—Sociology
March 17—Psychology and Education
March . 23—-History, Government
Dr. J. B. Quig, a research chem- and Economics
ist from the DuPont Company of
March 24—Biology, Chemistry,
Wilmington , Del., will lecture on Geology, Mathematics and Physics
basic chemistry on March 5th at
11:00 A. M., in the Keyes Science
Building to Professor Weeks' classes and the general student body.
Dr. Quig, an organic chemist in
the textile fibers department, has
The Meeting of the Executive
had 25 years of research and adBoard
of the Women's Student
ministrative experience. He is a
League was called to order Februmember of the visiting committee
ary
24 at 7 :00 by ' the President,
for science of Lafayette College and
had helped revise the science cur- Mary Belden .
It was Moved and Voted that an
riculum.
Inter-dorm Council be established
to decide whether certain cases
REPORTER'S BOX
I shall be referred to a Dorm CounWalt Dainwood
I cil of the Judicial Board , and to
discuss any mutual problems. The
Sue Miller
|
Council will be composed of tho
Lois Latimer
four Dorm -.Chairmen , the President
Jean Pratt
! of tho Women 's Student League,
!
Dave Sorter
'< and the Chief Justice.
Ginn y Morra
Jean Hahlbohtri
j It was decided that mid-semester
Davo Mills
j will be referred to the Dean , who
will , in turn , decide whether any
Lucy Blainoy
immediate action should be taken
Jack King
on whether the cases can be held
Dick Abotlon
over until tho beginning of second
Brian Stompo
semester.
Tli Board would like to have the
following topics discussed at
the
MAJESTIC
Women 's Student
Government
REST URANT
Convention at tho U . of Main© on
the week end of April 30 ; tho honor
76 Front Street
system , whore to dra'w the lino on
Open 7 a.m. thru 2 a.m.
j Judicial cases , punishments other
Syrian and
and wook
j
end
j than campusing,
¦
Into
returns.
American
Food
j
j
Coffee will bo served in tho dorms
Spe cial Rates for j every
Wednesday
evening after
Colby Studen ts
j
j suppr. Four faculty members can
I Orders to take out j bo invited.
The mooting was adjourned at
I
Tel. 8-1990
j 7 :50.

Qni g To Lectu re
On Basic Dheiti

Student Lea gue

j
J
j

I

NO W AVAIL ABLE
NEW Y O R K T I M E S

]

Prompt Reliable Delivery.

J

Jerry Copperthwaite — D U House
Bob Albert — A T O House

Totma n Donat es Young Leads
New Scholar shi p li MM \ To
76-86 Victor y
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Dally and Sunday
SEE OR CALL

At the Gabrielsqn Lectiire next
Jean Fairfax , College Secretary
Three paintings have recently
of the American Friends Service been presented to, Colby College, Thursday -at 4 :00 P. M. 'MithrapuCommittee, "will visit the Colby two oils and a "water color.
The ram K. Alexander, a . native of
campus for several days, this week, oils: are landscapes by Ralph Balke- South India, will discuss Far East
She will be with Hillel for a break- lock and George Inness, Jr. Both policies and attitudes;. Dr. Alexfast ineeting in Women's, Union on paintings, were given £_np^yrno,usly ander's educational , background
Sunday, February 2§ at 10 :301 A". and have been placed in Roberts ranks him first in his . class at the
M., and on Monday evening, Mar. Union.
University of -Madras where he; re1, she will speak to the Student
ceived
his A., I?., and A I M . , deBlakelock, the son of a physician,
Christian Association at 1:00 in the was born in 1849 in New . York grees. He has also earned a deChapel Lounge. Her topic for both City. Turning aside from his par- gree as Bachelor of Diyirifty and
meetings will be the. "Arab-Israeli ents' wish that he study medicine, his Ph. D; in philosophy.
conflict. Tuesday she, will • speak he took up instead music
and
During his boyhood Dr. . Alexanat Daily Chapel.
painting; and became one of the der was a prize-winning public
Miss Fairfax has haa .recent con-r foremost landscape artists in Amspeaker. Now singing and
the
tact with the- problem. she is dis- erica . He died in 1919. .
composing of poetry and music in
cussing. Last summer she traveled
Inness was born in Paris • in Malayalam are his chief avocations.
throughout Lebanon , Syria,
and 1854 and died in 1926. He. studied
pa,rt in India's
Jordan and -was co-director of the under his father in Rome and in He took an active
International Work Camp in Acre, later years the two shared a studio Freedom Movement.
He has served on the faculty of
Israel. She holds her.:^ B.aphel^.'s in Boston and New York. _ The
degree from, the University of Mich- son exhibited annually at the Paris Harvard University and Arkansas
igan and a Master's in Compar- Salon where one of his works won State College in this country. In
India Dr . Alexander has taught
ative Religion from Union Theolog- a, gold medal in 1900.
ical Seminary. After the war Miss
University and worked
The third gift is a monochrome at Nagpur
Fairfax spent two years, in relief water color of
for
several
newspapers.
a sunset by Adolph
and rehabilitation work in Austria. Dehn a. twentieth
,
century
mid- Having returned this year to thi.«
This is a return visit, as she was western artist
who has illustrated country after a prolonged stay in
also with us two years ago.
f or several magaz ines , including India , he is now teaching at Oak
Fortune, Harper 's Bazaar, Vogue Grove Seminary. Dr. Alexander
BOOK OF THE YEAR
and the New Yorker. The painting spent time in the Federation of
Continued from Page One
was presented to the college
by Malaya, Philippines , and other
students is at work planning the Mrs . Paul J. Bruning,
Scarsdale , parts of the Far East during this
choice for next year. Already many New York moth er of
,
a seni or at last trip, which provides a basis for
suggestions have been ' received , but Colby, and is exhibited
at
the his lecture on current events
in
more are wanted..
Women 's Union .
the
Fax
East.
The list of possible books from
previous years has been canvassed
with much care. When all suggestions are fairly completed, in a week
or two , an exhibit will he placed in
the Reference Room of the Library .
At that time all may sample or
read at length to make a. good basis
for decision later in the semester. Announcement has been made of
This decision will probably be made a $10,000 scholarship fund , given
immediately after the Spring re- by the Summers Fertilizer ComPaced by the fine play of their ace
cess.
pany, and James E. Totman, pres- forward, Bobby Young, the St. MichThose who have "suggestions for ident of the firm . The grant, to ael's basketball team defeated ColContinued on Page Seven
next year 's Book are requested to be called the James E. Totman
drop a slip into, Professor Rollins' Scholarship Fiind , will help finance
box in the Recorder 's office, or to the education of "deserving young he states, I nevertheless always
inform any student member of the men and women."
retained an admiration for your
committee. The members are ^ane Mr. Totman , a resident of Balti- college which was greatly increased
Whipple, Peter
Oram , Charles more, Maryland , has contributed to when' your trustees made the moMacomber , Carol Dyer, Janice Stev- the Mayflower Hill Building Fund. mentous decision of transplanting
enson , Joan Hagan and Yvonne No- Born in Fairfield, Maine , Mr. Tot- the old roots to a new campus.
' '
ble. " ¦ "
man graduated from Oak • Grove Furthermore , from my observation
An open meeting will be held be- Seminary, Vassalboro, Maine, and of your -'finished products ,' I feel
fore the voting for the Book-of-the- the University of Maine. Although that Colby is doing an outstanding
Mr. Totman did not attend Colby, jo b. ''
Year.
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f^CJf^k Gossip
Sorority News
ALPH A DELTA PI

Hi you peoples, and all such greetings, From; the pledges, we, at this brief
meeting.
The Week-end's over and such a
tirrie!
There's lots of news and we'll tell
it in rhyme.
•
First of all we'd like to say,
•'Congratulations " to Dick
and
Fay ;
And not to slight our sister , ' Rae ,
Who's looking forward to that happy day.
Then , of course, we'd like to tell
Of the fun we had before Rome
fell .
Ni ght and day from slush and snow
There came the mule that we all
know.
Ybloc fine in Roman attire ,
With fingers numb we built him
higher.
Now that all is over and done,
We'd like to say to the -Tri Delts
Who won ,
• 'Your cupid gay with artistic line ,
Was" a Carnival statue truly fine. "
Credit goes to the COC,
For a memorable event in our history.
We'll jot it down to ne'er forget ,
The first Saturnalia we Frosh met.
Good-bye for noAv, we've got
to
scurry ,
It's time for chow—we'll have to
hurry .

AGENT — ROBERT BROWN
AVERILL HALL
I
Laundry and Dry Cleaning
\
i
for '

WATERVILLE
STEAM LAUNDRY ;

Fraternit y News
ATO NEWS

Spring - has shown signs of arriving and with its arrival has
come a variety of phenomena. Rushing came to a hurried end leaving
the usual residue of teeth gnashing: 'Chick Marchand went through
the last days humming "You All
Come." Tom Davis swore that
he sa'w the first robin of spring the
other day. but he , had forgotten
his glasses and in actuality it was
only Dave Roberts hurrying to an
8 o'clock class. With spring also
has come that old restfulness, th at
old yearning for blankets and green
grass , beer and companionship. Ganem gets his car back after spring
vacation and you know what that
means to the co-eds . Spring is open
season on janitors, score now three
kills , one probable —- what college
senior had his sling shot revoked ?
Speaking of seniors , spring brings
also graduation and the last of the
good classes will go, carrying with
them the last banner of the good old
days. Bob Kiernan marched back
from a weekend , spent most of his
time dug in at Onie's. With Iiim
came Whitey Johnson' to help the
D. U. rushing program and .practice
D. I. technique on the co-eds. This
column gives you five bells for that,
Whitey . To clear up_ any confusion ,
we would like to commend Ace for
fine job he did on Winter Carnival
entertainment — remarkable taste
was shown in the brevity of the entertainment. A verbal orchid to you ,
Ace. With spring we can once again
be on the lookout for Yellow Bellied Sapsuckers. Also of note is the
fact • that Sully is almost finished
tvith last year's finals. Payson is
still here. The basketball team rolls
on. Moore keeps shooting, give him
credit for determinatioh , Tom can't

see, Ralph can't shoot, Butch can't
play, Sup er can 't get into a unif orm , Naggy can't. But our side
always keeps score. Marshall can't
even make the team when Lee sends
him in . Thus ends this essay on
spring and . its accompanying phenb, .
mena^

L. C. A. NEWS

Well , here we- are again with another meaty epistle, otherwise known
as our weekly column .
First , we want to apologize
to
"Ralph " Ward. He wasn't hanging around the Elmwood for any
particular reason other than the
serving of his aprenticeship to the
elevator ¦operator. Dave really is
a good kid , though !' •
Congratulations to "Chat " for
his Dean's List performance last
semester. We hope that he will be
as successful in his other endeavors.
For in that study, 69 is a good average .
The basketball team continues to
roll on , with tlie KDR' s being the
latest victim . The "Barrel" Jamieson and Jack Delany had 17 and 15
respectively. If anyone knoys the
whereabout s of Dick (Where You
Been Hiding) Nickerson, please let
us know . It's been rumored that
he- is down Foss Hall way, but we
don 't think Nick would do such a
thing.
Congratulations also in order- for
Dick McKeage who got the ' "hat"
trick vs. Bowdoin and for Haskell's
five point
..performance. Also
"Front Page" Vollmer was photographed again/ .
.Every time we see ' Bob Adel
do'w n to the women's dorms he continues to look like a million. "Paunchy Posterior " Farr seems likely to
see plenty , of work this corning
baseball season getting rid of his
excess poundage .
In case you lia,ven't noticed , Dave
O'Neil has gone "modern " on us.
His former "Cochise" haircut has
grown into a\ well formed
slick
looking D. A . The .'smallest thrill
for all of us was when
Schiebe
flunked an exam the other day . He

flunked his Army physical due to
ingrowing toes .
It' s small wonder that Tom
(Scholar Gypsy) Ford doesn't start
taking out women. "You know,
Tom , you didn 't come to Colby just
to study books."
It was decided that Andy, the
"Panda " has the strongest potential "in the tile walled room down
in the "pit."
As is usual this column , was
"Much Ada About Nothing, "
to
poet
quote the - noted. " Victorian
Erskine Caldwell. As was
said
last week is now confirmed. Kriegs
did swallow the plug of tobacco, but
it looks like it stunted his growth.
But it didn 't spoil his
fighting
heart. He claims there isn't a man
on this campus five feet or under
that he' can't lick.
As a closing comment I should
like to remind you all of the Guess
Ted Somewhere's Weight Contest.
Anyone getting within 40 lbs. of
the correct answer can either listen
to one of Ted' s, complete operas on
record or do as the Pirates used to
do . Look for the sunken chest.
DKE NEWS
Winter Carnival was a success although the house was a lot quieter
than last year. Everyone , seemed
tired but who wouldn't after eating
fourlhousand sandwiches.
, The basketbal team lead by J. J.
(not a Tri Delt) beat the Independents 40-80 Saturday afternoon ,
making the season 's record 4-1.
Flash ! Sunday morning Chrome
Dome Carlson was found sacked in
a laundry basket. Place : Women 's
dorms , no less.
Barge Bartlett forgot to take his
dessert the other day. (Have to
watch those calories , etc.)
Brother "Salty" Walt Foster has
jus t published his manuscript on
Chondrus Crispus industry
in
Maine. In a recent article he was
praised for his help,
We understand there may be another assessment if "Broke" Bags
cannot borrow enough money to
buy Jube a love seat.

We would all like t o ask on e
question of Charlie Macom&er. Why
must you eat at 12:50 every day
and who in Heaven 's name is Pygmy?
If anybody has wondered why
the extra mail car on the B&M,
you might ask Bob Jacobs.
Famous quote,for the week : "Yes
dear , yes dear—but dear , I made
a great comeback—you'll be (hie)
' '
proud of me , Dear."
Lost and Found : . If anybody
finds an animal answering to Peachy
around Woodman Hall, Svould they
please contact H. F. G. W. IIII ?
Some kind of reward offered.

KDR NEWS

or WHO MEEDS A FIRE DEP'T?
Second semester and rushing are
in full swing, and through
the
house we hear the brothers talking
among themselves about life and
women in general .
Art ; I never touch the stuff.
Emile : There's nothing like it.
Bill: Man , can she kiss.
Ed : It's been two years.
Larry : I like basketball.
Paul : I finally found a ping pong
paddle.
Phil : I still shoot a good game ,
(golf) .
Dave : I got a 69 average .
General Sealise and Field Marshal ITinn have held a war conference to decide on disciplinary action for the boy birdmen who do riot
fell the call to the colors as strongly, as they do on Mondays . More
on this later—on the ROTC bulletin board.
But mil kidding aside , we are
pleased to announce two new /pledges : Dutch Hoagland and Bob Blakelock. Congratulation .
Well , the smokers tonight and
somebody forgot the cigarettes ;
guess I'll have to pick up a few
cases.

W. W. Berry & Co.
STATIONERS

'
i

170 Main Street
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HANGOUT SETS

(Continued from Page One)
cess of "polishing up" their various acts for ^ the big night. From
the brief review that the Hangout
Committee has had of these acts,
we feel confident in saying that
this show wil be one of the highlights of the school year. As has
been the policy in past years, two
first- prizes will be awarded to tho
best male arid best female acts as
determined by an unbiased group
of faculty judges. Dancing and
refreshments in Dunn Lounge will
follow.

were particularly fafifc and accurate
as they sewed up the game by outscoring the Mules>l& -t6> 1^.7 Bobby
Bruits' "was the star of tlie ' second
half. He bit for 10 of his
12
points . and looked very impressive.
Bobby Raymond, \vho has beeit playing very well in recent games, also
came up with a good second half ,
as he hooped for 11 of his 16 points
which incidentally was high
for
the Mules. Zambello- was second
with 13 points , 9 of them
from
the free throw lino. Jabar
and
Justin Cross finished with seven
points apiece.

High scorer of the game was the
Friars'
iialph Tedesco , who scored
FRIARS TOPPLE
20
points.
Don Mo ran hooped in
(Continued from Page Five)
15
and
his
brother
Bobby scored 13
tho Mules in contention.
points,
Tbo third chapter was a high
scoring affair as Providence racked
up 22 to the home team's 20.
In the fourth period the Friars

l

"

"Good Shoes for

Dribbles and Hooks
Providenpe V;wa.s .; pn top throughout the entire -game.;; . The Friars
showed greater -accuracj ' from the
floor , connecting on .26 out of . 71
while the Mules had an 18 for_ 61
mark . The win for ' Providence "was
their sixth in a series of nine games
with .Colby. The game played on
the Winter Carnival week end was
Witnessed by about 1,000 fans.

Cougars their eighth win in as many
~Z
starts .
Ice Chips * * -'
In the hectic first period Colby's
goalie, "Jack King, kicked out 19
shots while allowing three markers
to get by him. During an equally
as hectic second frame Dean Berry,
Colby's rookie goal tender, saved
17 shots rifled at him by the Yale
squad, holding the Cougars score-

less. Berry did a fine ]ob at "the
>¦
net in his first varsity game.
G*orgje
Captain Dick Beatty,
Haskell, and Dick McKeage. deserve a tip of the hat for their
efforts.
Haskell
outstanding
strained his right ankle shortly
after scoring Colby's third goal of
the day.
Bill Bryan , Dean Bill's younger
brother, excelled "for the Tale inen .'

j F r ^ s */ *~~^ For Frien dly Courteous Service
CAR LUBRICATION
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^ JT ffy
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LATE COUGAR

(Continued from Page Five)
puck-stopper and whistled the tying
goal past him. Bob Bryan , the outstanding Yale defense man , jammed
in a screen shot from .20 feet out
at 3 :03 to clinch the game. Defense
man Bartholomew scored an insurance goal at 12 :35 to give
the

'
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The ciga rette tested and approv ed by 30
years of scientific tobacco research .
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The cigarette with a proven goo d record
with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthl y
examinations of a group of smokers show no
adverse
effects to nose, throat and sinuses
Debora smoking
Chesterfield .
from
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h Kerr stars in the
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The cigarette that gives you pr oof of
highest quality —low nicotine —the taste
you want — the mildness you wan t
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NE Colleges Fund
Grants Colby Aid
Whether you realize it or not,
pa rt of the t ab f or your education
this year is being picked up by a
paper manufacturer in Maine, a
a
steel company in Conn ecti cut ,
memorial corporation in Vermont,
a machine tool company in Bhode
Island , a cigar m anuf a cturer in New
Hampshire and a carbon black manufacturer in Massachusetts .
And these organizations are being helped by a container maker in
Chicago, a fire-proofing manufacturer f rom Pitt sbur gh and 39 other
corporations who realize that they
have a very definite stake in preserving the New England tradition
of independent liberal arts education.
All this is coming about because
Colby and 22 other New England
liberal arts colleges got together a
little more than a year ago and created a new, cooperative organization—The New England Colleges
Fund , Inc. The Fund became an
active agency last fall.
In the past business has been interested in helping the colleges , but
there has always been the question
of how to give to one college without the implied necessity of giving
to all others . The creation of the
New England Colleges Fund has
answered this problem .
How Gifts Are Shared
All of the twenty three sponsoring colleges of the Fund share in
every gift. Thus , a corporation , by
making one gift to the Fund, is actually helping 23 colleges. This solution has been received with favor
by businessmen , and as a consequence, the Fund has made a start
toward providing the colleges with
urgently needed additional working
capital.
From the colleges' point of view,
one of the best features of this
program is the fact that all gifts
from business and industry to the
Fund are unrestricted. This means
that the colleges can use the money
in whatever way will be of the most
benefit. In short , business and industry have said, "We know you
need the money, we know that YOU
know where it will do the -, most
good : here it is—put it to work. "
W hy Business Gives
Tlie natural question at
this
point is; what's in it for business
a nd industr y ?
The answer , of course , varies
from corporation
to corporation.
Some look upon those colleges primarily as a source of potential executive talent. Others foel that
ind epen d ent liberal arts education
is an integral p art of unre giment ed
Am erican living and that its preservation is a necessity if th ere a ro
to be thinking men and women in
business , civic and public life.
Certainly the answers aro
not
purely altruistic. For most businessmen an educated market is a
bettor mark et . Others point out
that unless private institutions
are all kept strong, there will be
the necessity for moro public institutions (and as a result , increased taxes) as enrollm ents swell
during the coming years.
Eventually, it comes down to this
ono basic proposition .
Tho businessman , whether ho is a postage
meter manufacturer in Connecticut
or a razor blade manufacturer in
South Boston , realizes that maintaining liberal arts education as a
stron g vigorous component of American lif e is vory much in tho best
interests of his company, his stock
holders and his country . Contributors listed.
Tho businesses which aro helping
you this year by. gifts mado in 1953
to the No'w England Colleges Fund
Inc. , are :
Abrasive Machine Tool Co., East
Providence, R , I .; American Em-

perell Mfg.. Co.,:,7 Boston,„. Mass. ;
Stanford ,
Pitney Bowes, Inc.,
Jr.,
Conn. ; Samuel Rapaporte,
Found ati on ,. Providence",... R. .1.;
Vt. ;
Rock of Ages Corp., Barre,
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son , Inc.,
Chicago, 111. ; Saco-Lowell Shops,
Boston , Mass. ; Sanborn Co., Cam&
bridge, Mass. ; E. T. Slattery
Spaulding
Co., Bost on , Mass. ;
Brick Co., Boston ,' Mass. ; R. G.
Sullivan , Inc., Manchester, N . H.;
Swank , Inc., Attleboro, Mass. ;. E.
E. Taylor Shoe Corp.,
August a,
Maine ; Harry F. Toner , Chicago,
111. ; Union Carbide and Carbon
Corp., New York , N. Y. ; United
Carr Fastener . Corp., Cambridge,
Mass. ; United Elastic Corp., Easthampton , Mass. ; United Shoe Machinery Corp., Boston , Mass. ; John
A. Volpe Construction Corp., Maiden, Mass. ; S. D. Warren Co.,
&
Boston , Mass."; and Young
Rubicam, Inc., N. Y.
Colleges Who Sponsor the Fund
The other colleges who have
joined -with us in creating this opportunity for business, through the
New- England Colleges - Fund , Inc.,
are Amhferst , Bates , Boston College, Brown , Clark , Colby, Connecticut, Dartm outh , Emmanuel,
Fairfield , Holy Cross, Middlebury,
St.
Providence , Radcliffe, Regis
Anselm's, St. Michael's,
Smith,
"I didn 't realize that you could draw mat well , Worthal — Ever thought
Tufts , Wellesley, Wesleyan, Wheatof taking some courses over in fine arts?"
on and Williams.

1TTLE Mm ON CAMPUS

ery Wheel Works, Providence, R.
I.; L. G. Balfour Co., Attleboro,
Mass.; Brockway-Smith-Haigh-LoMass. ;
vell Co., Charlestow n,
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., ProviChucking
dence, R. I. ; Bryant
Grinder Co., Springfield, Vt. ; Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc., Boston , Mass. ;
Carter 's Ink Co., Cambridge, Mass. ;
Container Corp. of America, Chicago, HI. ; Crane & Co., Dalton,
Mass. ; Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass. ; Dolan Steel Co.,
Inc., Bridgeport , Conn. ; Donnelly
Electric & Mfg. Co., Boston , Mass. ;
Dunham Bros. Co., Brattleboro ,
Vt. ; Electro Switch Corp., Braintree, Mass. ; The Foxboro Co., Foxboro , Mass. ; French, Shriner &
TJrner Mfg. Co., Boston , Mass.;
General Ice Cream Corp.; Schenectady, N. Y.; Gerrity Co., Boston,
Mass.; Gillette Co., So. Boston ,
Mass. ; Jackson &- Moreland, BosNew
ton , Mass.; Jenkins Bros.
York ,- N . Y.; Kendall Co., Boston ,
Mass.; Kyahi„e Paints , Inc., Everett, Mass. ; Lincoln Stores,. Inc.,
Quincy, Mass. ; MEM Knitting
Mills, Inc. ; Jamaica Plain , Mass. ;
Natco Corp., Pitt sbur gh , Pa., Norton Co., Worcester , Mass. ; Pep-
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When you come right down to it, you
smoke for one simple reason . . . enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
matter
taste.
of
Yes, taste is what counts
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P'& ¥ Amionnces
Spring Schedule

Color Fliglit In Soro rities
Excellent Review S o lidified

Color Flight and equipment were
loaded on "a chartered bus for Boston last Saturday, with the intent
of capturing , the coveted armed
In "General Education in School world of nature (arid the world of drill competition trophy. Well , we
¦
and College" a report prepared by man , about 'the culture : of which didn't get the trophy but
the
secondary school and_ university ed- he is a part , but h e "is , never mere- trip we all felt, >as worth while.
ucators • and published last sprinjg ly. : "well-informed!" y
We arrived at Bedford Air Force
He can use .what te knows with
by Harvard University Press, one
Base
at 5 P. M., where an A. P.
:
.
chapter is devoted to the "Essen- judg ement- and discrimination
directed
us to the barrack in which
tials of a Liberal- Education."- There
He thinks of his business or prowe
would
stay. After stowing- our
the authors -pause to describe their fession, his family life and his avogear
and
making
our beds we fell
ideal of "the liberally educated, cations as parts of a larger \vhole,
in
outside
and
went
over
the
man." • Jibe qualitiesypossessed by parts of a purpose which' he has
By
diner
we
drill
routine.
time
this paragon of perfection provide made his own. Whether making a
bad
smoothed
out
a
few
rough
spots
the professional or a personal decision ,
a check list against which
or he acts with maturity, balance " and and worked up quite an appetite.
liberally-educated " alumnus ,
The Air Force chow was excellent
alumna, may measure how he or she perspective, which comes ultimateand you were welcome to all you
is doing! The quotation follows : ly from his knowledge of other peris sons , other problems , other times could hold. Even D'Amico had to
The liberally-educated, man
say "uncle" and quit eating.
articulate, both in speech and in and places.
After dinner we marched back to
writing.
He has convictions which are
a reasoned, although he cannot , al- the barracks and worked on our
He has a feel for language,
respect for clarity and ' directness of ways prove them.
equipment. We wanted to lo.ok our
of
expression, and a knowledge
sharpest and there was plenty of
He 'is tolerant about the beliefs
some language other than . his own.
cleaning and polishing to" be done.
of others because he respects sinHe is at home in the world of
The barracks, were spotless and had
cerity and is-not .afraid of ideas.
measurequantity, number and
good facilities including soft drink
He has values, and he can com- machines and a television set. We
ment.
He thinks rationally, logically, municate them to others not only turned in about 10 :30 and slept
objectively, and knows the differ- by word but by example .
well until , in the wee hours of the
His
personal
standards
are
high
;
ence
between
fact
and
opinion.
morning, a couple of well lubricat'
When the occasion demands, how- nothing short of excellence will sat- ed airmen showed up and started
ever , his thought is imaginative isfy him . But service to his soci- discussing the virtues of a mutual
ety or his God , not personal satis- female acquaintance.
and creative , rather than logical .
It would
to faction alone, is the purpose of his have been alright if they could
He is perceptive, sensitive
excelling.
form , and affected by beauty .
have just agreed • that she was
¦
" ¦ His mind is flexible, and adaptAbove all , the liberally educated lovely and gone to bed , but they
able, curious and independent.
man is never a type. He" is always had to probe the subject
more
He knows a good deal about the a unique person , vivid in his dis- deeply, which created considerable
tinction from other similarly edu- commotion.: All quieted down once
¦
cated persons , while sharing with more , ho'wever, and
everybody
"
i
i
them the traits we have mentioned. went back to sleep until 6 :30 A. M.
Any person feeling that he has when we got up for a good breakpassed the test , no matter what fast of bacon and eggs. After the
HARDWARE
| the marking system , should bear breakfast there was church at the
in mind one additional qualification base chapel , and then an A. P.
not covered above. The liberally- took some of the fellows on a tour
HOUSEWARES
i
'¦
'
¦
'
¦
educated
man or 'w oman possesses of the base. We got a good look at
¦
i
.
B-29s and other bombers, plus
above
all
, humility.
- WESTINGHOUSE
i
¦
¦
.
l
- (Reprint from American Alumni some F-99, F-86 Saber , and T-33
7
I
. '"" '
jets. ' Dick Davis remarked . that
APPLIANCES
j Coun cil , Nov. 1953, Page 26) .
the cockpit of a je t looked like the
inside of a typewriter . That's no
understatement

Rollins-Dunham Co. ;
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"
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At a "meeting on Sunday , FebIn an attempt to better organize
the ruary 21, Powder and Wi g initiated
the ECHO and to eliminate
the following to full membership in
effect
somewhat "high-scboolish"
the
organization. They have all
of separate sorority columns, it ha_s
45 points ' for work in
accumulated
been decided to combine all sororall
branches
of
the theatre at Colby.
ity functions, social events , pinone They are Joe Adams, Alice Earle,
nings and engagements in
collective column. Such a column Carol Bruning, Janet. Early and
may further emphasize the amiable Mr. Edward Otis.
Powder and Wig also announces
u n ity which exi sts between the
its Spring schedule of productions.
four groups. ' , •
Due to a previously planned arti- On March 12 the Congo, which Was
cle, the ADPi news will not ap- presented here in December, will
Henceforth be put on in Augusta as. a part of
pear in this issue.
however, all sororities will be ' in- the Community Concert series.
. On March 18 Mr. Benbow 's
cluded.
- First of all we have some back Shakespeare class, Mr. Jellison 's
the
news concerning Winter Carnival. theatre survey course and
With Sue Miller reigning as Carni- Actors' Lab will unite to present
About
val queen and the Tri Delt snow Shakespeare's Much Ado
Nothing.
cupid taking honors in the sculptTh e April 16 and 17 production
uring contest, Carnival was
a
.profitable event for the Tri Delts. will- be a repertoire program featThe Chi Omegas brought their uring theatre-in-the-round presenCarnival fun to a filling finish with tations of Ibsen's modern tragedy,
a Winter Carnival breakfast held Shosts, and Wilde's comedy, of
on- Sunday in Women's TTnion for maimers . The Importance of Being
all Chi O' s and .dates.
E rnest , the latter of which will be
The "next few weeks will be busy again presented at Togus Veterones for all the sororities. Thurs- ans' Hospital on April 26.
day
night hidden
The final production of the curtalents are
to be unveiled as each sorority par- rent season on May 21 and 22 will
ticipates in the annual variety be Sophocles' Oedipus Rex , which
show . ...
conditions being right on the lawn
Sigma pledges will soon be tak- and steps of Miller Library,
ing orders for cookies, cakes and
brownies, home-cooked by Melly
McGoldrick ; and on March . 12
a
fashion show will be presented by
the Tri Delts with Sisty Restall
acting as chairman .
3 Barber s
j
Second semester finds several
37 Temple Street ~
i
new. pledges on campus. They are ;
[ WATERVILLE
MAINE J
Chi O—Vanda Mikoloski
and
¦
¦
'
Arlene Berry. •
Sigma ICappa^-Margie Lynn ,
Jeanne White,
Nancy Hansen ,
"Good Shoes for
Esther Bigelow, Toni Cuin ci , Ellie |
Lai-ned , Ann Cherry.
!
College Men and Wom en "
Tri Delt—Mickey McLeod , Julie
PuIIen , Carol Cobb.
Pinned; Joan Wentworth (Sigma) to Barky Boole (Phi Delt)
Engaged : Jean Pratt (Tri Delt) >
i
51 Main Street
to ..Pvt. James Moody ; Fay Bow- i
.'
Sunday
afternoon
Waterville
Maine
we
drove
to
•
man
(A
D
Pi)
.
to
t>ick
Leerburger
;
The latest and best Dry Cleaning!
process —. The Miracle 3D Vic- ; Boston to the South Armory and Carol Farr (A D Pi) to Webb AnWE EXTEND CREDIT
took part in the drill competition . derson (K. D. R.). *
tone Process — guaranteed
Brightness
Odorless
! We were all nervous after watchI
Satisfaction
j ing a number of fine drill exhibi|
tions put on by other colleges and
i
For all your CLEANING ,
i
SPOTTING and FINISHING i universities, but nevertheless we
looked the best we have
ever Excellent Meals for the Student
at a price he can afford to pay
looked and everything came off to
Ita lian Sandwichs & Spaghetti
perfection. Sargent Ramsey thought
the fli ght did well for itself and
Main St.
Waterville
I,
Colonel Christie and . Capt. Diet'
DRY CLEANERS
who came down to "watch the show
,17 Summer St. |; **'»"un
¦
Vft
f * ^ ^^ ^¦^¦¦^* -l^i-^'^ i_^i^»»^-^.^.^,^i^^^^ p.^._^-^^*
i
'
' " n
were also impressed.
So even
th ou gh we didn 't place we gave a
Bachelor Bundle Service
good " a ccount of ourselves , p icked
u p some p oint ers for th e futur e,
UA ELM ST.
TEL. 1834
and b a d an inter esting and en j oy
-.
abl e trip.
RECORDS AND
•
•

I
'

¦
j
j

ST. AMAND'S
Barber Shop

GALLERT
!
\ SHOE STORE

IT'S HERE

PARK'S DINER

I
k
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.

i

'

¦:
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[• ' . ¦ Where Quality Service
»

J

and
¦

v
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¦
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Main St.

Waterville , Me.
'

Open Day and Night

[
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DIAMBRI'S

go to

Cleanliness Prevail
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¦
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*

'

j
i
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i
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' ' QUALITY °JE WELRY |glf |§fj |f
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RAINBOW
RESTAU RANT
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We also call upon those who
will enjoy dancingHo
AMERICA'S FAVORITE MUSIC
24 CHARLES STREET
(Parking lor 100 Cars)
¦ ! ' ;¦ '¦¦'¦'
- ..
Find Your ¦¦¦ .;
'
;.:y . *:; ,;¦i 'Z \ ¦ ,y ?. ) POT ©'GOLD y '
: V-Z . ¦> ¦¦¦;¦' ' ¦ ¦;¦
-.y ';; Al The ;Rainbow^ , ^ ^^^ ^ a

¦

'
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LANGUAGE DEPT.
Continued from Page Four
on the Colby f aculty and knoWs
that it will be a happy experience
for her . Wo might add that it will
be a happy exp erience for us , too.

I
!
:

:¦

DANCE BAND

HOTEL
TEMPLETO N

'

¦

.; ¦
.

,

¦

For All Occasi ons

;

W H E R E FINE FOODS
and

140 MAIN ST.

For 'piano an d st eamship
reservations — Call 261

Walter J. P. Day
_ 05 MAIM STREET

The New Puritan
Restaurant, Inc.

¦

¦

.

BEVERAGES
.
j
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

GIGUERE'S
Barber Shop and
Beauty Parlor
TEL. 080

>
i

;

AL COREY
MUSIC CENTER

!•

We extend an invitatioh to Colby Students to enj oy our
, fine meals.

SUPER SHIRT
LAUNDRY

;
[

.^£i*h: '
LIBERTY
CISB21 :
I
CLEANER S .^)Bq» !

/

ALL ELECTRIC COOKING
Our . Kitchen is Open for
; Inspection at All Times
MAIME
/ WATERVILLE

!
i

,

y

'
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ARE SERVED

Dancing Nightly

150 • 108 Main Strqot
Gives tho Colby Student
S HOE RE PAI RI N G and D Y ING
Quality Service • One Day Sorvloo
For your conven ience will deliver

¦
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i
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VISIT
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THE¦ PUB'
.
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TAKE A COLORED PICTURE . . .
It Lasts Longer
DAKIN SPORTING GOODS CO.
67 Temple St
Waterville, Me.

¦!|

Stye Ofoibg Brija

Box 51, Colby College. Waterville, Maine: Office: Roberts Union: Call 1954 Ext. 240

Grassguth Plays
Chess BJmdlolded

Pounded 1877. Published weekly by the students of Colby College ; printe d by the Eagle
¦Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner, Maine. Chatter members of the New England Intercollegiate
Newspaper Association. Represented by National . Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates:
By Lois Latimer
students . $2.^0 ; faculty free ; all others, $..°°- Newsstand price: ten cents per copy.
It all started with ' an -auto accir
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Maine.' Acceptance for
¦
3, 1917, dent — Carl Grassguth's chess
mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section HO}, Act of ¦ October
¦
¦
¦
'
authorized December 24, 1918.
.
career , that is. Now a member of
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified are those of the Colby ECHO. Colby '57 class
's
, Carl, who arrived
Mention the ECHO when you buy.

¦

here from Cranston , R. I., started
playing chess at the age of 12. His
" EDITORS
brother,
who had been hurt in an
CHARLES MORRISSEY
JOHN JTJBINSKY
auto accident, neded a means to pass
time while in the hospital . Checkers
BUSINESS MANAGER
PEGGY CONNELLY
proved to be a fine solution , but
Ass't Business Manager —' Nate Miller not quite ! Carl always got beaten
Mews Editors — Rebecca Rowe, Nancy Cowing
Financial Business Manager — Ted Campbell by his. older brother. One evening a
Make-up Editor .— Donald Vollmer
Advertising Manager — Goorge Rudolph
R ewrite Editor '— Nancy Carroll
Circulation — Jeanne Arnold chess column in the Providence
Sports Editor — Richard Bartlett
Subscription —¦' Danny Yarchin p aper, written by Walter Suesman,
Feature Editor — Alfred Clapp
Exchange Editor — John Chatfield caught the younger . boy 's eye. He
Photography Editor — Russell Stone
.
Assignment Editor — Paul Christie
proceeded to get a book on the subjec t and in , two weeks bad taught
himself how to "move the .p ieces.
Having progressed thus ' far, he
Karl Grassguth concentrates against five opponents in a little relaxing
wrote to Mr. Suesman and eventu- game of chess. ..P. S.— He won all 5!
ally they became close friends. Carl
Photo by Howan
would go to his home twice a week
Dear Edi tors :
to play with him . Sometimes he
would
stay fourteen hours.
A situ at ion equally as disgusting as the apathetic mental stagnation
After six months, Carl thought
of at least 85% of the Colby st udent body (5% are actu ally n u mb)
he 'd try .playing blind-folded—just
is the similarly stagnated 10% group of se.lf-proclaimed intellectuals for the fun of it. He and his teachThis little group of the elite (of which I consider myself a passive er used to play with each other
l
. By David H. Mills
member) cries often and loud that there is no "mental stimulation" without a board—carrying the picWednesday evening, Feb. 17, in Lorimer Chapel , Colby 's Powhere on campu s (even physical stimulation seems to be rather crude ture of the game in their minds ! der and Wig, in conjunction with th e coll ege's Inter-Faith AssociaSince then he has developed this tion
, presented Christopher Fry 's , "A Sleep of Prisoners/' directed
and unoriginal), that there is no "thought ", n o apprecia t ion of The
faculty to the extent that he played by
A.
E. Jeli son and highlighting Religious Emphasis Week on the
Fine Things. Yea, verily t his litt le gr oup doth protest, but beyond against ten players simultaneously
campus.
An audience of two hundred witnessed this second com^
a few desultory comments on T. S. Eliot, some rather vague generali- in the Hangout one day and won all
bined production of Powder and Wig and one of t he college's rezations on Tolstoy, Art (with a capital A), and Beri-beri ( this last ten games. Someone calls out the li gious groups.
t o exhibi t t heir wide range of kn owl ed ge), there are heard only the moves made on. each hoard and he
Th e play is not particularl y well suited to dramatic presentation.
mentally visualises the play. He
Its ideas and philosophies are too veiled in ' symbolism arid abstract
sounds of supercilious wailing.
then directs someone to move his
¦
allusions to be obvious to an audience, or.to this reviewer, at any
'
.
It 's a rather patheti c situation.
pieces. Recently , in a consultation
rate
, upon first hearing. Mr. Fry's intentions are indeed noble, as
Here's a group oi relatively intelligent people (i.e., intelligent in game against Tony GIbcker and Ken
a close study of t he play will reveal, but. much of the detail needed
an intellectual and artistic sense) who recognize their own intelligence Haru ta , t he ori ginal position of to make the inner
spirits of these fourmen, imprisoned in a. church
(or do they simply recognize the rest of Colby's unintelligence?) and t heir k ing w as forgo tt en . Carl , who by the enemy, understandable and well rounded is not clear on so
was blindfolded , men t ally ret raced
who loudl y proclaim ; "My God, look how stupid everybod y else is!"
casual an observation. Mr. Fry's self-imposed time limit - makes the
the previous five moves and came up
presentation of so vast a theme very difficult. The fact that the diaWhat could possibly be more stupid than this attitude?
with the answer.
This group, in its efforts to be mature, adult and mentally sophisChess as all other activities is logue is often cluttered with baffling, abstract symbols and clouded
ref eren ces makes ready interpretation of the more detailed philosoticated, succeeds only in being childi shl y hypercritical, supremely dis- highly organized. ..There are four phies quite impossible.
This is not the case with Christoph er Fry's
dainful an.d rather ridiculous. There's no action ! They don 't do any- cl asses, D, C, B, A. Above these in more pop u lar "Th e Lady's Not For Burning," but
I might, add tha t
ascen di ng or der a r e : expe rt , mast hing ! (I am well aware t hat t his is. a case of the frying-pan calling
the
latter
is
a
rather
witty
translation
from
Petronius.
ter, senior master, grand master.
The characterization of the four men were well handled and
(he kettles "blackface ")
There is one grand master in the
showed
the great amount of thought and dissection n ecessary- for
For example, myself : if I, instead of sitting here happil y criticising U. S., eight senior masters , and
roles
and
a play of this type . Queht Peacock , as Corporal Joseph
and commenting snidcly on an ineffective group, went out and up to appro ximately , twenty eight • masAdams
and
, in the dream sequences, as Adam, Joab, th e Angel, and
the top of Miller Library, equi pped wi t h a lou d sp ea ker , and read ters . At thirteen , Carl .played in a Meshac, had a. role that was more obviou s
and easily defineable than
tournament in Providence for the
with maximum lung power, Rabelais' Ga rgantua and Pan igr u el, I
the
others.
His
portrayal
of
the
military
man .was firm and confiNow England championship. He
might possible be doing the forces of suppressed intellcctualism came in 11th out of approximately den t , well-suited to the character . that is quite poised and self-cona greater boon. This is, h oweve r, a matter of conjecture.
forty contestants , three earning a fident in the world of mili t ary discipline but ' quite lost when t here
is no martial power to- support him. His voice is pleasingly resoThe point is: does this little group realize its self-throttling posi- Class A classification . It is his aim
nant , but, perhaps because of accoustical difficulties he was fretion?? And , if and when it d oes, what is it going to do about it? to become a master like his teacher. quen tl y diif icult to understa nd. Fr ed
Ashman played Pvt. David
There has been quite a hit of inI WANT TO SEE ACTION? (Dramatic sentence , isn't it?) Another
King
and
later
,
C
a
in
,
King
,
Da
v
id
Abraham
,
and Shadrac. His
terest shown in chess on campus . A
.question: does the faculty see the unfunny joke or is it in the same chess class 'which would moot once characterization of the insecure materialist was forceful and im"
a week earl y in the evening is being pressive , but the aimless shooting of the author confused this writposition? Or merely acting ?
. plan ned. I t is hoped that interest er with a lack of purpose and no d efinite , tangible con clu sion to the
Passivel y,
will increase and eventually Colby man 's und erstanding ,.of himself. The role of Pvt. Peter Able, and
ANN PROULX
will have an accredited chess team Abel , Isaac, Absalom and Abedn ego was played b y Charles Barnes.
Abel represents the idealist , th romanticist , and Mr. Barnes' poiv
lo compete with other colleges.
tryal was excellently suited to this type of character . His clash with
RUSHING
the materialist, through ph ysical encounter as well as
idealistic
ucar j iicinor:
thought and . reasoning was pointed and salient, well-devel oped , if
not in logical dialogue, b y actions , and delivery. . Ted Brown 'was
Hushing season has just cozne to an end and the male students are
seen. -as Pvt..Ti m Meadows, and "God in Man" representing Man's
emasculated. Even the coed reflects the nervous strain over in the
conscience and a witness to the evils of Man . He was believable
men 's section of the campus.
as 'the elder soldier and. impressive as the stentorian voice of God;
" Next year I believe the solution to illegal rushing- "binges" and to
His
closeness to the nature of Man and the universe was quite obby Caroline Bossi
vious
, but his relation to the other characters was often elbud y and
a semester spent with more attention to "snowing" freshmen than t o •In 1.940 Mrs . Kellonborgor camconfusing.
. "
to Colby as n, tou cher of French and
college studies is to have first semester rushing,
hysical
aspects
of
the play w ere nicely handled.- The
The p
The advantages of first semester rushing are equally great to the Spanish. Ai'tov throo- years of classes
fi ght scenes were as well-staged as one could expect , and actions were
individual , fr aternity as they are to the college. For the fraternities Mrs. Kollonberge r exchanged tho natural and realistic. Lighting effects were competentl
y handled by
red pencil for a can opener . . Sho
first semester rushing means diversified .houses. It will mean less as
Hager, Bcfore-the-play music was in very poor taste, doin g
John
.
found , that a faculty 'ivif0 ])as all
nothing to establish a _ reli gious- mood. During , the play, however 7
tringent clicking in college groups.- Rushing- from the train will create the pleasures of
the campus without sound eff ects and music
were quite in keeping with the subject and
less animosity between houses w hi ch sh ould hav e community as w el the worries of bluobooks , Mrs . Kolsmoo thl y controlled by, Rid ge Bullock and Frank Done. Jud y Clemas frate rn ity pride.
,
leuboTgor has boon active in tho ent was stage manager and Anthea
Eatough assisted Mr. Jellison.
,
The college is losing three weeks in the second semester b y having DYonoh CInl) ant! lias also particiand Easter of 1/5; sho had attended school. It
rushing then. If rushing started during freshman orientation week pated- in other student , programs. was spen t in England ,
Once again Colb y welcomes Mrs. found tho Kollonborgovs in Spain, was there that Mrs. K acquired
t he open smokers would be held earl y in the semester and the rest
hor
Kollenborge r hack to tho staff as Of special interest to Mrs. Kollon- fine F.vonoh accent .
The socond
of the semester could be spent in more educational pursuits. Another
sho if) iio\v doing InUf-timo teaching berger was El Escoralo which is town was Annoco whoro
Eouseau
of.
lan
submitting
bids
th
ridiculous idea is the p
rough the administra- in Spanish for tin's somostoiv
looatbd on a, ra gged hillside outside had spout his earl y life , As ho
was
tion . By my plan of firs t semester rushing, pins would be given by the Originally from Baltimore , Mrs. of Madrid, It is a monastery, palace,' the top.o of Mrs. K' s thesis
sho on-:
fraternity • themselves,
Kollonhorgo r graduated from "John's chapel and a museum in 'which thoro joy ed seo.ng his homo . Third on the
If a house needs more than fifteen pledges to build itself to full Hopkins and received hor Ph, D. is a very interesting, collection of il- list was Chnmboroy -which is found
luminatorl medieval • ' manuscripts.. m the. J ronol, Alps and there
strength, it should be given a chance to take in ext ras, Houses should thoro. Before coming to Colby sho
tho
taugh t in " South Carolina , Now York Mrs. Kollonhorgor . ndcl that 'Madrid , Kollonbergor 's spent tho early sumonl y be limited b y the overall number of sixty, not h y class quotas.
and Georgia . h\ ¦September of '52 with its wide Btroots and many foun- mer From southern Franco thoy
To end this article I would like to say that no matter when rushing Mr , and Mrs . Kollonhorgor loft for tains, sooms to bo a prosperous oity j ont 'to Italy fpy a month
then tb
fans , and homo in July. ,
occurs, some freshmen get "snowed" and some of them make the Paris where thoy spent tho winter. in spito of its political aspbbts.
wrong choice. However, I maintain that the confusion is equal , Tim tlioatro provided Mrs. K, with, From Spain tho Kelipn.%gors , Mrfl l Kf onborgo r will , b0 toaolift section of Spanish 104
whether ' rushing is first or 'second semester. The freshman is sold enjoyment for those wore tho plays traveled by oar to Southern iFranco , "iff
and a
which sho had studied , and . .tau ght Mrs . Kollonhorgo r had throa flpooino
arid confused just as much in the first two weeks as he is five months
and now she could soo thorn aofcbd points of in toi-ost wliiph slio wanted lure . Sho finds.,t natural to be again
'
.
A Friend.
later in the second semester,
Continued on Pago Five
for a French audience. Christmas to visit, Grenoble whoro, at tho ago
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An Eye on the Stage

'

Lang.Dept. Mails
hi Kellenberger

Hoopsters Drop
Modie In |fe
-The Rhode Island Rams, for a
long time among the top basketball
Last evem^g just before the talent show got under way, a group powerhouses in the Easii, fell before
onrushing Mules of Colby 78-67
of young men gathered in a side room of the: Colby ,fieldhouse for the
at the Mayflower Hill fieldhouse.
the purpose of seeing football movies. Footbal^at this time of
The game was played at a torrid
year ? Spring football to be sure. 7 Nevertheless all eyes were fo- pace, especially d^rin6 'the . last
cused dri next September opening game with Amherst. ;., ' Prospects half , as both teams used the fast
are good. The Mules have eleven jetterrnen on the way ba(& with break to great advantage. At in?ind
the score was tied at 35
Lake, Johnny Jaephs^ Ghick Mar- termission
boys like Cq-X^apt^ns Dutton
¦ ' ' ¦ ¦ ."
aii. . - ¦• ": "- -zzz . .Z '
chand , George pinperfnan,i Sel Staples arid Barkey Ifoole heading
However,' the Mules enjoyed one
the list. Add to this list such fine freshman proj ects ylike Dick of their best quarters ' of the year
Tom in the third period as they outscored
Krasnagor, Dave Fowler,. Doug Gates, Jug Merriman and
Colliris and you should get a pretty good/looking team-r-at,least on the Rams 27-15: The Mules were
paper. At any rate football is far from dead at Colby, and next paced mainly by Bobby Bruns who
was at his best as he hooped in an
year should serve as proof of that. However, as always , onl y time
even 20 points, Lou Zambello, who
will tell.
hit for 19, and Captain Tony JabGetting on to ' events of more current intere st , one can only con- ar , who in addition to scoring 13
clude that winter is on the way out and so are skiing and hockey. points also played an outstanding
Sad to say, not too much has been accomplished along these lines this flppr game. . Bruce Bradshaw (6)
Van Allen (7) greatly
year. Mr. Brown staged a game in Boston to help us get that new and E>ave
aided the Colby cause as did center
rink , but other than that not much light was cast on these sub- Justin Cross who scored 10 points.
jects. The Mules were, never on top, and fu ture prospects are not For Rhode Island , it was , Dave
pn the
part of Stenhpuse who stole the show .
good. What is needed is a little x^ore enthusiasm
,
.
His spectacular shooting had the
student and higher powers . alike.
the crowd of some 800 . fans gasping
March third and fifth are the dates set for the finals of
wrestling tournaments, and much-fun is in store for all those who time and again. His one hand
pushes frpm anywhere on the court
plan to attend. Sornetiine around the: same date, bats and balls will gave him 21 points for the night,
start full scale operations in preparation fp? the Southern trip and , 20 of which came from the floor.
of course , the series. Somehow, we always .seem - tp end up with
Berivje
"Slick" Pina showed
baske tball , and that seems to be the point we have now reached^ great ability as a ball handler as
One segment of. the . spprt which we haven'* touched as yet is the he swished for an even dozen points
besides.
inter-fraternity league , a subject which is at least of interest tp the
Dribbles and Hooks
fraternity men. The Lambdas and the ATQ's are on top right
Bruns certainly deserves
the
now with 'identical records of five wins and no losses. The DKE's highest praise after his outstanding
have lost one. game,"but are still very much irv contention. It should performance. The Rams did not
be a hot race right down to the wire with Bumps and bruises for all. know whether he would set or drive
in. .. .
Good luck , boys. Zambello and Jabar . also
deThe varsity ends up tomprrpw with Bates, and a victory is expectserve
high
praise
as
both
came
ed. What does it mean? Well, if means a corchampionship f or us
through in the clutch; Zambello
in the series , something we seem to have developed a nice habit of did a great defensive poh on holdcoming into. It's not usuall y a tie, but unless Maine's Bears can up- ing Stenhouse to , only 21 ppints.
set " Bowdoin (this seems unlikely), that 's wha t we 'll have to settle Lou also has broken Ted Lailier 's
for. I seem to remember saying something about Colby coming record of 121 foul shot successes
through a while ba ck , but that 's neither here nor there. The fact The star guard already has 138.
is they did , and we can all be- proud of them. Say, wasn't that a
fine game Wednesday and wasn't pave Van Allen great? If games
like that don't promote school spirit more than this column ever
could , I'll eat this issue.

Powerful Frosh
Win Four Games

Mules Split In
Week-End Games

Sextet in rare practice session at South End.

Bates Here For
Final Tomorrow
Fresh from a recent upset over
Northeastern the Bates Bobcats
will invade the fieldhouse tomorrow
night in an attempt to knock Colby from at least a State ' Series
two
tie . . Defeated in their last
outings with the Mules, Bates would
Hke nothing . better than to be the
the
cause of Colby's first loss of
State Series title in the last four
years.
Local boy, Ted Shroeder, will not
be with the Bates five. This loss
has been supposed to be a key to
Bates' losses, but the recent upset
is proof that although the "Williams
men have been hitting of late it is
not out of the realm of possibility
for them to throw away the title
in tomprro!w night's tilt .
After Daye Van, Allen's showing
against Bowdoin Coach Williams
may have found the big scorer that
has been so lacking up to date. The
6* 5" center put on a tremendous
showing and if Bruns and Zambello are on it should be a rout.
At Oronp on the same evening
the two. Bears will clash under very
similar circumstances. A victory
by the University could leave Colby
the, sole possessor of the coveted
title. We- don 't like to speculate,
but this fracas could prove to be
very interesting especially
after

Photo 7jy Stone

YOUNG LEADS

Continued from Page Two
by "by a 76-66 score Saturday night
on the Mules' home floor. Young
was comp letely bottled up by the
fine defensive work of Bobby Bruns
during the first half and consequently had only 6 points at the
int ermission . However, the 6 foot >
2 inch forward ran wild in the last
period after Bruns had fouled out,
and when he did the issue was no
longer in doubt. Young finished the
evening tied with teammate Tom
Lemonawitra for high scoring honors , with 21 points apiece. From the Colby standpoint
the
brighest stars were Bob Raymond
and Captain Tony Jabar , each of
whom had 15 markers. The bulk
of Kaymond's scoring came in the
fi rst half , while Jabar . 'was a big
factor in keeping Colby in the game
during the second half with his deadly one hand push shot , Raymond,
along with Dave Van Allen, carried
the Mules' load on the hoards.
Others who contributed to the
Colby cause were Lou Zambelfo with
nine points , one a sensational set
from half court as the third period
ended , and Bob Bruns who had eight
points in addition to his fine defensive play.

led throughout the entire game.
At the end of the first period
Colby was on. top 25-15, at half
Maine s near victory over Rhode
time 41-31,- and at the close of the Colby's Ba-by Mule basketballers
Island.
had
a
very
successful
end,
Veek
third quarter led 61-46.
Freshman game will precede with
The Mules had their best night winning all four games, which they
the Bobkittens
starting at 6 :15
Last week end saw Colby split of the year, shooting wise, hitting played. Last Friday -they eked out
while the -main event is scheduled
a 68-63 victory over Nichols Junior
their two games, losing to the If. of on 56, per cent of their shots;.
at 8 :15 as usual .
College in a thrill packed encounMass., on Friday and winning over
ter at the fieldhouse. Charlie Twigg
the. Coast Guard on Saturday.
led the Mule scorers with 18 points,
In a game that saw the score tied
by Pick Bibfe r
LITTLE JAAAN ON CAMPUS
while John Fisher was dose behind
of
eleven, times , the University
«¦
"¦ ' .
^¦MiiMaiiMMiii
^iii 'i ii mi
i m— « ¦
» ,',)X.,. »W.r
him with 15.
Massachusetts eked but a 58 to. 57
win over the Mules Friday .
On Saturday the club had a rathThe tight, game saw Mass. comer easy time of it as they downed
pile their largest lead ' with nine
Ricker Junior College; by a good 15
be
Coach "Frank Maze may
seconds remaining to be played as
point margin, The final score was
football,
they led 58r53. Then Bobby Brans, looking ahead to spring
80-65 with Twigg again the high
is, in the
the game's leading scorer "with 19 but right now wrestling
man with a tremendous 27 point
college
tournar
points, put in. a,: field goal ' which spotlight,. An tf\\
output. His closest rival for the
year
left the Mules; three ' points.' . Jb'eM n ch ment is to be held Just us last'
individual honors 'was Lombard who
.
Diria Sirakides was. then foiled in , with . ppints toward, .i^ho. Sprague had 12.
the act of. shooting' and made good Trophy awarded to the fraternities
who are represented by the win- Prior to the Rhode Island upset
on both shots. „¦ ' " , "' ;'
ners. , The ;.date set for the first the Baby Mulos ran wild over HebSirakides, although entering late
had
bpttts is March 8, while ' March ' 6 ron , When the ' final gun
in; tho game, was tied for the n?n- lias bepn set aside for the finals. sounded, Colby had no less than 111
norup gxjoib for, the Mules with , Loij
Seven >veight classes are to be con- ppinta to, ^Iehi;on's 54. Uneven put
Zinnbollq as both tallied . 10 points;
tested, and they are as follows : 130- of the thirteen men who. played,
Dick Eid , who scored the winning 138 lbsy 139-146 lbs., 147-156 lbs., broke into. the ; scoring column with
basket for the Bay Staters , shared
157-166 lbs., 167-176 , lbs., 177 on six of them in tho double figures
scoring honors with ; Paul • Alio,
17,
into the heavy weight , class ,and the list, Toomoy was high, with
scoring 14' ppints apiece. ; 7
heavyweight class itself.; ' To, ho Webster and LaVordiere followed
Tony Jabar played a great flo.or eligible.; for those bouts a contestant with ; 14 each ; > '
game, and Bobby Baymoijd - was su- rimst. have had throe workouts pri- ; - The four game sweep was comperb off the boards in addition to or to his entrance into competition, pleted with tin 87-74 romp
oyer
scoring nine ' poinlis, _
^hoso : Workouts aro hold ..Mpnday the Bowdoin Fn>sh I Wednesday.
On ;. Saturday• i ; Colby won; ¦I **s ^ thru • Friday from, four to ' five-thir- This was tho first game over played
game • against 1,6 defeats with an. ty ^. M. ' All bouts \vill bo five between Freshman , teams from the
oa^y , 87-66 win , over poast Guard. ininutbfl in; lorigbh , and ,, as stated two schools, and it Hyas a fine vic;
Thb game tonij pd tpwards 1 hilarity before ,; '' points toward the ^' Hinter- tory for Colby.' ' Oh Friday night
lis;tlio; lads IJrbm New T/ondon, Conn, mural aiyard will bo a,wardod. None the Frosh will, travel; to JUlIsivbrfcli
dropped their, .thir^ehth - straight of7tlu s i grunt j . ' ¦' groan^;..'iirid;j. ;'. . iioliojlia for a benefit gaiho ' with ' the;ohamgame1, of thoV season without a' Win, stuff , 1 boys-—regular college Grilles piohsh ip high school toam , and on
•Lbii Zambello, top/ scorer on tho will bo; observed in allij casos; ;A11 Saturday they ¦will bo' ; at homo , for
Mu lQi squad,1 hit , for 22. ppintfi , tho those iritprpstod are asked ' to,, oon- tho ;Spasoh' fl fi nal a^ain'si Bates- The
best ; night; ho; hasi-yliacl. all season, ¦ tapfcc '^r, : JHaKb;;arid irdgiatcj ri^i : Seo Joules already hold pho'decision ovox* ¦v 'IWorthal stumblod;oi/or Prof Snorf In *Onlo 's r tho other night—sooms
i
: Tho
Mules , worti;hovor
prossbd
and; ypU';-;pn;;,j <ho,::;materr;:!f 7 y y ' Z-[ZZ Zl ' ' ¦ tho;'Bobkittons,. '" ' ; .'' ' i ;» !V ' ':'¦ . ' ,',; :' • ¦¦ ' '¦'.' . fa carries that oainoriv fcvory plaoo ho gooo/'
¦
¦
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DEAN ANNOUNCES
Continued from Page One
Jeffrey Cross
Melvin Dun n
Ezra Goldberg
Ben Horn
Lawrence Hoogeveen
Glenn Isaacson
Michael Israel
David Mills
Randy Peyton
Doug Rosefield '
A L P H A TAU OMEGA
William Burns
Thomas Collins
John Durant
. John Fisher
Thomas Glennon
John Hannon
Thomas Hinds
Peter Hussey
. Richard Krasnigor
John Sullivan
William Timken
ZETA PSI
Anthony D'Amico
Phil ip Deering
Peter Doyle
Lynwood Graft
David Lordon
Lionel Mathieu
Harold Niederhoffer
Joh n Shute
Jerome Ventra
Victor Ventra
Guy Vigue
Frederick Waldron
DELTA UPSILON
C/iarlcs Adams
Nathaniel Bates

Malcolm Blanchard
Thomas Brack in
William Chappell
Steven Dougherty
Warren Evleth
William Herdiech
Philip Ives
Brian Olsen
David Palmer
Robert Pettegrew
James Rogers
Charles Smith
Philip Smith

Eli Martin
Bruce McFarland
Peter Merrill
Malcolm Remington
KAPPA DELTA RHO
Bob Brown
Donald Dinwoodie
Arthur Engdahl
Glen Goffin
Richard Huart
Allen MacLean
Gautrey Musk
Jay O'Brien
Arthur Smith

DELTA KAPPA UPSILON
David Clark
John Conkling
Gordon Daugharty
David Fowler
William Harvey
Au stin Keou gh
Fra nk Knight

Bruns took a walk for the Mules.
The fact- 'remains, it was Van Allen
night at the fieldhouse and a new
Colby star of ; the future was born .
Dribbles : and hooks—There : were
quite a few complaints about • the
refs, and perhaps a few 6f
them
were jus tified. At any rate they
were equally bad for each side, and
the game did not suffer as a result.

Bates tomorrow and it means N the
series. .The Mules , who have made
an excellent comeback over
the
past fe'w weeks, should win it and
make it four years in a row. It
would be nice if we could all get
down and say so long to Captain
Jabar , who is the only one ( who
won't be back next year—-See 'you
¦
there ! .
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VAN ALLEN AND COMPA NY
Continued from . Page One
times of both clubs took bad turns
as several stars took the five fo.ul
»•
walk . Libby and Fraser left the
game for Bowdoin , . while Bobby _—:
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